
Supplies  

Big mixing bowl 

Measuring cups 

Spoon  

Paint or food coloring  

Glitter, sand, or foam beads 
(some children like different 
textures) 

¼ Cup of Water  

2/3 Cup White Glue  

2-3 Cups Shaving cream  

1-2 Tablespoons of Contact 
solution  

 

Fluffy slime is a great way to spend some time and connect with our 
children, not only is it fun but it also makes an amazing calm down 
toy! 

       Safety Tips:  

This project is not suitable for children under 4.   

Adults should make the slime and handle all chemicals. Do not substitute any ingredients 
in this slime recipes. If you have sensitive skin, wear gloves while playing with the slime. 
Always wash hands before and after use. If you notice any skin irritation discontinue use 
immediately. Slime is a science experiment and should be made and played with in 
moderation.  

     Childcare Corner   
   Fluffy slime recipe: Duration 35 minuets  

,



 

Instructions: 
 

Add your white glue to a bowl. 

Add you water slowly to mix while stirring  

Add your shaving cream and mix. The more shaving cream you add, the fluffier it will 
be. You may need to add more contact lens solution if you make it with 3 cups.  

Add your food coloring or paint until you are satisfied with the color.  

Slowly add contact solution you will begin to notice that the slime will start to stick to 
the spoon and pull away from the bow, that is good you want it to be a sticky kind of 
consistency   

Don’t forget to add you glitter, sand, or foam beads!  

You will need to start needing your slime with your hands make sure to put some 
lotion or baby oil on your hands to prevent the mix from sticking to your hands. 
Continue needing the mix until it stops being sticky be careful when adding your 
solution, adding to much will make your slime become hard and it will not be as 
stretchy. 
 

How long does slime last:  

As long as you keep your slime in an air tight container it can last for about 4 
months please note that the fluffiness does begin to go away after about a 
week but it will still be a good slime consistency if you would like to make it 
fluffy again just Add 2 cups of shaving cream and 2 Tablespoons of contact 
solution (If slime feels creamy add some more glue). 

  

 


